
L4: Last Sound Swap
WORD LIST

1st Word Words

bad
bag, bam, ban, bat, bash, 
bath, bang

cab cad, can, cap, cat, cash
dab dam, dash, dang
fad fan, fat, fax, fang
gab gal, gap, gas, gash, gang
had hag, ham, hat, hash, hang
jab jag, jam
lab lad, lag, lap, lax, lash

mad
man, map, mat, max, 
mash, math

nab nag, nap
pad pal, pan, pat, path, pang

rag
ram, ran, rap, rat, rash, 
rang

sad sag, sap, sat, sash, sang
tab tad, tag, tan, tap, tax, tang

chad chap, chat
shad shag, sham
than that
bed beg, bet
hem hen, hex
led leg, let

men met, mesh
peg pen, pet
web wed, wet
yep yes, yet
bid big, bin, bit, bing

dib
dig, dim, din, dip, dish, 
ding

fib fig, fin, fit, fix, fish
hid him, hip, hit
kid kin, kit, king
lid lip, lit
nib nip, nit, nix

1st Word Words
pig pin, pit, pith, ping
rib rid, rig, rim, rip, rich, ring
sin sip, sit, six, sing
wig win, wit, wish, with, wing
zig zip, zing

chin chip, chit
shim shin, ship
thin this, thing
whip whim, whit, whiz, which
bog bop, box
cob cod, cog, cop, cot, cosh
dog don, dot
fob fog, fop, fox
gob god, got, gosh, gong
hog hop, hot
job jog, jot, josh
lob log, lop, lot, lox, long

mob mop, mosh, moth
nod not, nosh
pod pot, pox, posh
rob rod, rot
sob sod, sop, sot, song

shod shop, shot
bud bug, bum, bun, bus, but
cub cud, cup, cut
dub dug, dun, dung
gum gun, gut, gush
hub hug, hum, hut, hush, hung
lug lush, lung

mud mug, mush
pub pug, pun, pus
rub rug, run, rut, rush, rung
sub sum, sun, sup, such, sung
tub tug, tun, tux


